Cooking basics

Kitchen skills boost confidence and increase the chances your tween or teen will enjoy cooking. Share these important building blocks for getting started.

**Boiling:** A simple but useful technique, boiling water is the first step for many meals. Fill a pot with water, leaving a few inches at the top. Turn heat to high. Let it go until bubbles quickly rise and pop on the surface.

**Practice:** Make pasta, boil potatoes, or cook a batch of rice.

**Sauteing:** This French word sounds fancy, but knowing how to saute means your child can scramble eggs or cook a flavorful stir-fry. Heat a small amount of oil or butter in a skillet. Add the food. Stir, or shake the skillet occasionally, until the food is golden brown and cooked through.

**Practice:** Choose a mix of vegetables, such as snap peas, spinach, and broccoli to stir-fry. Cook shrimp (turns pink when it’s ready). Saute tofu.

**Using a knife:** Get a sharp knife that’s right for the job—a chef’s knife to slice vegetables and meat and a paring knife to peel fruits like apples or peaches. (Beginner’s tip: If your tween isn’t ready for a chef’s knife, start with a smaller one.) Use a cutting board, and keep fingertips safe by curling them under the knuckles when holding foods to chop.

**Practice:** Slice bananas, cube hard cheeses, and cut carrots into sticks.

---

**Smaller meals**

Instead of three big meals a day, suggest that your teen eat five smaller meals. This plan can keep him full and help him avoid snacking too much or overeating at dinner. He could have a light breakfast, lunch, and dinner and replace snacks with “mini-meals” (sandwich, oatmeal with fruit) after school and midway between dinner and bedtime.

**Beet treats**

Transform this tasty root vegetable into healthy fries or chips. Use a spiralizer to make beets into “curly fries.” Or thinly slice beets into “chips.” Toss either with olive oil, salt, and pepper, place on a cookie sheet, and bake at 375° for 20 minutes.

---

**At home in the kitchen**

As your child masters cooking techniques, encourage him to take pride in his cooking with these ideas.

**Chef of the day**

Put your teen in charge of dinner once a month or once a week. He can plan the meal from start to finish, including making a grocery list and going with you to shop for ingredients. At home, offer to help with prep, and be sure to compliment him on a job well done!

**My signature dish**

Encourage your teen to invent a dish that he’s “known for.” He could begin with a family favorite or a recipe he finds online and experiment with ingredients until he’s satisfied. For instance, he might try different vegetables in his shepherd’s pie or various seasonings in his “secret” marinade.

---
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Outdoor exercise

Crisp winter air can be refreshing when your teen exercises outdoors. Here are tips to help him stay fit—safely and comfortably—throughout winter.

Try ice-skating. Look for an ice rink or a frozen pond in your area. Important: Abide by posted signs or flags to be sure the ice is safe. Your teenager might also find pop-up rinks at a mall, town center, or park where he can skate during the holiday season.

Go for a run. Running is a great way to warm up quickly in cold weather. Suggest that your teen keep moving, since clothes damp from sweat will make him chilled. He should walk (not stop) if he gets tired and head indoors as soon as he’s finished.

Idea: He could sign up for an early spring race or fun run to stay motivated.

Tip: When it comes to workout wear, layers are the way to go. Encourage your child to put on an extra shirt, vest, or jacket. As his body warms up, he can shed layers.

ACTIVITY CORNER

Quick-HIIT workout

High-intensity interval training (HIIT) workouts amp up calorie burn and banish boredom. Share this routine with your tween or teen, or encourage her to create her own.

She should march in place for 30 seconds to warm up and cool down. In between, have her do each of the following exercises for 1 minute. She can “actively rest” by marching in place for 20 seconds between moves.

1. Jumping jacks.
2. Scissor kicks. Lie on your back, raise your legs off the floor, and move your legs back and forth like scissors.
3. Walking lunges. Lunge forward on your left leg until the right knee almost touches the ground. Then lunge forward on your right leg. Alternate legs to move forward.
5. High kicks. Bounce on your toes, and alternate kicking each leg as high as you can.
6. Sit-ups.

Note: To reduce the risk of injury, your teen should do no more than 2–3 sessions a week, with at least 24 hours’ rest and recovery in between.

In the Kitchen

Toast it up

With these sweet and savory recipes, your teen just might want toast for breakfast, lunch, and snack!

- Peaches and cream
  Spread 3 tbsp. plain Greek yogurt on whole-wheat toast. Top with 6 thin frozen peach slices (thawed). Drizzle with ½ tsp. honey and a dash of dried coconut.

- Green peas and eggs
  Using a fork or a potato masher, mash ½ cup cooked green peas with salt and pepper to taste, leaving mixture a bit chunky. Spoon onto whole-grain toast, and add a sliced hard-boiled egg or a fried egg. Sprinkle with red pepper flakes.

- Peanut butter and berry
  Start with a layer of 2 tbsp. peanut butter (or sunflower seed butter). Cover with ¼ cup frozen blackberries or blueberries (thawed). Variation: Swap cottage cheese for peanut butter.